Introduction
This is a study of psychiatric research interviews in a cross-cultural context based on data recorded while carrying out research into schizophrenia. The research combined anthropological and psychiatric methods and was comparative: one arm was conducted in a rural setting among the Iban, a Dayak people indigenous to Borneo, the other in an urban setting in Adelaide, Australia. This article concentrates on the Iban material although reference is made to the Australian data as a basis for comparison. I was struck by the differences in the way research interviews unfolded in the two cultures, and this instigated the present investigation.
The focal point of my analysis is interview dialogue and the turn-taking processes whereby additional members are recruited to it, singly and in groups, to generate collective interlocution. I bring to the analysis, firstly, an anthropological concern with interweaving contexts (Cicourel 1992) , both explicit and implicit. Broadly speaking, my approach is located within the tradition of the ethnography of communication (Gumperz and Hymes 1964) , 1 while drawing from ethnomethodology an interest in the way members consciously or tacitly harness context in the process of sense-making.
2 Secondly, I bring to the analysis a psychiatrist's intrigue with the mind of the 'other' (Geertz 1983 ) and how it is grounded in a culturally inflected concept of personhood (Mauss 1985) .
In the first section of the article, I draw a sketch of the social spaces that framed the interviews, introduce the reader to the place of repetition in Iban language, and briefly touch on the cultural provenance of the psychiatric interview. I then examine interviews conducted in three different spaces in order to explore the relationship between interview conversation and spatial setting. Finally, I draw attention to collective and individual modes whereby symptoms of illness are expressed and experienced, and the tacit 'theory of mind' that underpins these modes. The analysis, I suggest, has implications for professional practice in intercultural settings.
Longhouse architecture: Ruai, bilik and sadau
The Iban are a Dayak people whose language, related to Malay, is located within the Austronesian group of languages. Some half a million strong, the Iban mostly live in Sarawak, a Malaysian state on the island of Borneo. Although migration to towns and cities is gaining pace, they are principally an agrarian, riverbank people who live in longhouse communities along the streams that flow down from the central highlands to the northwest coast of the island. Originally from these highlands themselves, they swept down into the foothills of Sarawak in a series of predatory raids and migratory expansions during the eighteenth and nineteenth century, taking all before them and justly earning their gruesome reputation as headhunters of renown (Padoch 1982) . The Iban longhouse comprises individual bilik or 'family dwellings,' affixed side by side to form a laterally elongated building that constitutes a linear village under a single roof (see Figure 1 ). Up to fifty dwellings long, two storeys high, and elevated on great wooden stilts, these impressive structures probably evolved for defensive purposes. The three major components of the internal architecture of the longhouse are the ruai, the bilik and the sadau. They are critical to this discussion because they constitute three distinct socially defined spaces, on a gradient of increasing privacy. Each provides a setting for different kinds of social interaction and each is associated with characteristic forms of talk.
Longhouse architecture is best appreciated by walking from the back to the front of a bilik. The kitchen is usually at the rear. In the middle are sleeping areas and toward the front are living rooms for eating or entertaining guests. Passing through the front door you emerge onto the ruai, a more open area, though still under the cover of the longhouse roof and enclosed further to the front by a wall with a door leading out to the tanju or 'veranda.' It is more open because there are no partitions between contiguous ruai (unlike bilik, which are separated from one another by partition walls), thus creating a longitudinal space running the length of the longhouse like a gallery. Although it looks like a communal space, each section is owned and maintained by individual families. A special corridor, the tempuan, enables one to walk from one end of the longhouse to the other without trespassing across other people's ruai. When you visit a family, it is on their ruai that you are received; mats are rolled out to sit on and cups of hot tea provided to revive you from the sweltering trek through the jungle. Later you might be admitted to the bilik, depending on your business.
Upstairs above each bilik is a sadau, a 'loft' for storing spare mattresses, old farm implements, or disused padi-rice bins. Very often a bedroom-like area is marked out within the sadau where unmarried teenagers or young adults sleep. Other culturally ambiguous objects such as anthropologists may be placed there. For the duration of my ethnographic research I was ensconced upstairs in a little bedroom-office space. Above the melee of longhouse life there was room to work by myself, to think, and to have private conversations with others that were unlikely to be overheard.
It is easy to misconstrue the longhouse as more communal than it is. As Derek Freeman (1970) pointed out, the family not the longhouse community is the primary unit of Iban society when it comes to land ownership and production, ritual and inheritance. Architectural structure and social structure are mutually indexical; the word bilik refers both to the 'family unit' and its private living space. Although the intervening walls between bilik provide a visual barrier they are flimsy enough that sound penetrates; by raising your voice a little you can strike up a conversation with the people next door. Bilik life is visually private but aurally exposed.
The relationship of bilik families to the longhouse community is captured in the ambiguous meaning of the word ruai, which denotes either a particular ruai owned by a single family, or the entire gallery comprising so many such spaces. The ruai thus gives spatial definition to the balance between the quasi-autonomy of the family unit and its engagement in the longhouse in a way that is quintessentially collective rather than communal. In its entirety the ruai is a place for collective activities that include formal meetings, rituals, or sometimes just lounging around in the afternoon heat chatting. Casual conversation of this nature can be overheard by people sitting some distance away, or passing by along the tempuan 'corridor'-the ruai is no place for confidences or conspiracies.
In the cool of the evening, larger groups form on the ruai. The conversation that passes back and forth is savored, so much so that it has its own folk designation, randau ruai, which might be translated as the 'intertwining talk' of the ruai (randau being a vine with tendrils that ramify and recurve to form a convoluted tangle). The randau ruai is notable for the way it coalesces into one conversation engaging everyone present, and then breaks up into smaller independent subconversations, alternately aggregating and fragmenting with unpredictable regularity.
In sum, three culturally salient divisions within a longhouse-ruai, bilik and sadau-comprise a tripartite spatial blueprint for a range of social interactions, each a setting for different conversational forms indexical to these interactions. Because these spaces and their corresponding forms of talk are obvious, they form an explicit contextual frame on which Iban draw to manage and make sense of conversation.
The Iban enthusiasm for repetition
Aside from their old reputation as migratory warriors, the Iban are celebrated in the ethnographic literature for their spectacular oral tradition of sacred chants that are tied to an extensive corpus of ritual, not the least dramatic being the healing rites of the Iban manang 'shaman healer' (Sather 2001) . Chants are structured in stanzas, each stanza comprising runs of rhyming couplets where the first line states a theme and the second reworks it in slightly different words, the third develops the theme a little, and the fourth reworks this development, and so on. The chant as a whole is a sort of never-ending rondo that gives formal expression to the Iban enthusiasm for repetition. The following couplets (1) and (2), which rhyme in Iban, are taken from a chant performed as part of a pelian or 'healing rite' (Barrett 1993) . In (1) the manang invokes the spirit guides of the several ancestral manang who help him rescue the soul of the sick person.
(1) The spirit guide of manang Bidu, the crocodile, drags the soul back; The spirit guide of manang Gelanyang, the leopard with teeth bared, fetches the soul.
The beginning of each line is identical but variations appear in name of the manang and the species of being that represents him. At the end of the first line we find the spirit guide 'drags' the soul, at the end of line two he 'fetches' it, two minor variations on the theme of soul 'retrieval.' In a subsequent couplet (2) we recognize the same beginning and similar variations in name and being.
(2) The spirit guide of manang Rechap, the demon, steals the soul away; The spirit guide of manang Emong, the orang utan, frees the soul by snatching it away.
The endings of these lines again provide two related expressions, but this time the meaning common to the two has shifted slightly from soul 'retrieval' to soul 'seizure.' This stylized counterpoint between identical reiteration and minimal variation characterizes the formal repetition of Iban ritual chant. Reiteration sustains topic (or 'trunk', as the Iban call it), while variation enables elaboration (or 'flowers', as they say), and so the chant grows and grows. In its paradigmatic and syntagmatic structure, it is a strict species of what Roman Jacobson (1981: 39-40) referred to as canonical parallelism. It partakes of a wide spread tradition of 'speaking in pairs ' that Fox (1988) has shown to be prevalent in the ritual language of Austronesian speaking groups throughout South-East Asia. More extended chants based on the same elemental formula are performed by troupes of lemambang 'ritual singers'. Repetition lends itself to antiphony, the leader singing the exposition, the others responding with the development, as the group processes majestically up and down the ruai captivating the entire community within its formal aesthetic.
Repetition punctuates the mundane as well as the sacred, best exemplified in the entelah, a form of 'riddle' to which the answer is a brief phrase denoting an object. The riddle is posed thrice; three variations on a clue; a teaser in ternary form. First comes a description of the curious properties of the sought after object, then a hint about its menua 'natural habitat,' and finally an elliptical rhyming reference to its conceptual core. Radio Television Malaysia (RTM) through its Iban Language Section broadcasts a popular weekly radio programme in which people send in entelah and callers phone in to try their hand at solving them.
But the most extensive locus of repetition is everyday speech itself. The ubiquitous presence of repetition in conversation provides for the possibility of elegance in prosody and nuance in description. To conduct research among the Iban is to work with a people to whom verbal finesse, whether sacred or secular, matters. And it is to work with a people who see no point in saying something once if it is possible to say it in two slightly different ways. Tannen (1989: 79) has drawn attention to the varying frequency of repetition in ordinary conversation from one culture to the next, and suggests that it may be most prevalent in East European Jewish-Americans, Afro-Americans, and other groups in which speech is a positively valued aspect of interaction, for repetition, she suggests, is a primary means of maintaining such verbal intensity. Tannen's thesis holds true for the highly prolix Iban, but in their case it is more than a functional matter of sustaining conversation: repetition is valued in itself for the way it lends richness to description, and for the cadence and rhyme that it makes possible in conversation. A great many words have a final syllable terminating with a glottal stop. Repetition of these words gives a jerky rhythm to language production that contributes to what Iban recognize as munyi Iban-a characteristically 'Iban sound'.
Repetition is thus a feature of language that bridges all genres, from everyday talk to ritual chant. As a consequence, it bridges the most fundamental cultural division within the Iban cosmos, the mundane world of daily life and the sacred domain of spirits and the dead.
Research interviews
The research was carried out in two phases. An ethnographic phase was undertaken over a fifteen-month period at Ulu Bayur, a magnificent thirty-bilik long-house set strategically on a promontory overlooking a hairpin bend on the upper reaches of the Bayur River. Research concentrated on Iban cultural concepts of illness, especially sakit gila or 'mad-sickness' (Barrett 1997) . Ethnographic investigation was also directed to Iban shamanic healing practices, leading to an interest in the relationship between everyday language and the formal genre of ritual chant.
In the clinical phase of the research I located throughout the district fifty Iban people who had been identified by their own longhouse communities as suffering from sakit gila. The starting point for this search was the record system of the government mental health service, and in fact most of these fifty had been admitted to hospital during the course of their illness, the diagnosis in each case being that of schizophrenia. I worked with an Iban assistant in his late fifties, Aru anak 3 Gundi, an orator and lemambang or 'ritual singer'of repute. We traveled by road, longboat or on foot, depending on the remoteness of the longhouse. Usually we managed to send advance notice but where this was not possible we just arrived, and an odd couple we must have appeared as we emerged from the forest track into the longhouse clearing. After word of the research spread, people would visit our base requesting that their sick family member be seen, whereupon we would set off with them for their longhouse. While I conducted interviews, Aru would work in the background, talking to the headman and others to get a longhouse perspective on the person with the illness.
The interview enquired into mental symptoms experienced by patients and behavioural changes observed by those around them, its purpose to ascertain a psychiatric diagnosis and gauge the degree of recovery. The first part was open-ended, the second highly structured; it could be described as a conventional psychiatric interview with a good deal of box ticking at the end. Interviews were carried out in people's homes and were tape-recorded. Iban people do not interview each other; there is no such tradition. But as a consequence of their long interaction with the old colonial and the contemporary Malaysian governments, their courts, police, schools and hospitals, the concept of the interview, at least in its more general sense, is not entirely foreign to them. The interview, with its twin cycles of question and answer, speaking and writing (Barrett 1999) , may be regarded as an elemental form of encounter within the contemporary Western world. Its roots reach down through modernity to earlier religious sources in the confessional; its prototypical form is dyadic with a sharp focus on the individual (Foucault 1977: 189-90) . The analysis that follows of interviews and their transcribed excerpts 4 is thus a study at the interface, sometimes uncomfortable and confusing, sometimes effortless and smooth, between a traditional Western form of dyadic interlocution, and the traditional Iban conversational forms that are specific to the three longhouse spaces I have described.
Interviews in three spaces
5.1. Out on the longhouse ruai 5.1.1. Repetition. Unable to send advanced notice, Aru and I arrived unannounced at Nanga Jeluk longhouse in search of Ambang anak Guri, 5 a man aged 45, who had first been admitted to the mental hospital twenty years previously with a diagnosis of schizophrenia. Entering the longhouse we were directed to his bilik. His parents came out onto their ruai to welcome us in the customary way. They quickly grasped the purpose of our visit, dispatching someone to fetch him from the fields. Like his parents, Ambang was happy to help. As I explained the research, people sauntered along the ruai to see what was going on. Some seated themselves on the mats, some stood in the background. Children ran in and around, chided to no avail. A dog scratching itself made a thumping noise on the floorboards and was shooed away. By the time we had negotiated consent to proceed with the interview and turn on the tape recorder I counted twenty adults gathered around. Closest to Ambang sat his mother. Alongside her were Ambang's father and brother, and a little further away, his niece (sister's daughter). The kinship structure of an Iban longhouse determined that those sitting in the outer circle and standing further back would have all been related to Ambang. When I asked where best to conduct the interview, both Ambang and his mother indicated that here on the ruai would be best.
In its physical setting and in the numbers of people involved, this gathering was not dissimilar to a social situation from which one would expect a randau ruai or 'intertwining talk' to emerge. Following Goffman (1981: 137) , such a situation may be conceptualized in terms of its 'participation framework.' Since the purpose of this interview was to talk about Ambang's illness, the main conversation, or 'dominating communication,' to use Goffman's (1981: 133) phrase, was to take place between Ambang and myself. But it would also come to include close family members who sat in the inner circle. It is important to note that all people within earshot who were old enough to understand were ratified participants, insofar as talk on the ruai is recognizably public-it is acceptable for all, bystanders included, to look on and listen in. The conversation within the inner circle was not addressed to these outer circle participants, but the latter enjoyed rights of interjection. And it was expected that subordinate communications would rise up and fall away from time to time, involving any of the ratified participants, inner or outer circle alike.
Notebooks out, tape recorder on, cups of tea at hand, I began by asking Ambang to tell the story of his illness (3): The turn-taking between Ambang and I was based on question-answer adjacency pairs that are so characteristic of an interview wutterances 02/03, 04/05, 10/ 11x. My echo-like utterances w02, 04,10x served to ratify what he had just told me and elicit more on the topic, while at the same time reflecting my intention not to lead the interview in one direction or another by adding new information myself. Ambang's mother soon interjected w08x, contradicting Ambang's account. It is not surprising that she was familiar with Ambang's dream, for it is common practice to discuss dreams with one another, especially family members. She was adamant that he did not actually faint. Her presence once established in the conversation, she introduced what she believed to be the main feature of his illness, that he was hearing people talking w12x. Ambang took up this topic by reiterating what his mother said (in the form of an addendum to what he was telling me w13x). 'Hearing people,' however, did not become established as a topic in the subsequent question-answer sequence between Ambang and I. This focused instead on the details of his shadowy visions, what they looked like, how long they lasted (a transcription of this sequence is not provided).
While this line of enquiry was unfolding, Ambang's mother turned her head away to talk to his father who was sitting to one side of her. Although it is not possible to transcribe their conversation, it can be discerned from the audio tape recording that they were talking about the voices Ambang had heard. Ambang's mother had established a side conversation, or what has been termed 'byplay,' the 'subordinated communication of a subset of ratified participants' (Goffman 1981: 134) . But she soon reentered the dominating communication w(4): 17x, interrupting yet again to direct our attention to the voices Ambang heard, a point reiterated by others sitting nearby w19x. It was only when I had belatedly acknowledged Ambang's mother's commanding role in this conversation that the topic settled on what she had chosen: Ambang's voices w20x. A number of forms of repetition identified by Tannen (1989) may be seen in the two brief conversational fragments presented in (3) and (4): the selfrepetition of Ambang w01x and that of his mother w12x, the allo-repetition of my own w02x and many others. Likewise, many of the functions of repetition that Tannen identifies are evident here. It can be seen to serve evaluative functions, from ratifying what has just been said w02, 19, 25, 30x, to negating it w08x. And it forms the framework upon which participatory listenership is built, notably when Ambang and his mother in tandem related his mental experiences to me. Sometimes it was the mother who reiterated Ambang's utterances w23/25x, sometimes the reverse w29/30x. At other times, Ambang and his mother's repetition went beyond mere reiteration to elaborate on what the other had said w30/31, 31/32x. Put together, their joint conversation comprised runs of interlock-ing, reciprocal repetitions w29-32x that served to ensure coherence by binding utterances tightly to one another and thence to the topic, while at the same time fully engaging mother and son in mutual verbal interaction with me.
An Iban speaker would not remark on the resonance between the repetition in this conversation on the ruai and that of the couplets in Iban religious chants, nor is it immediately obvious to the analyst. Differences between these two genres are manifold, not the least being the relative lack of rhyme, the freedom of form, and what the Iban refer to as 'shallow' language of everyday speech by comparison with the esoteric 'depth' of metaphor in a chant (Barrett and Lucas 1993 ). Yet both are expressions, one mundane, one sacred, of the proclivity to put things twice in slightly different versions. In both can be seen sequences in which a theme gradually unfolds by means of a balance between identical reiteration and minimal variation. Though everyday speech lacks the canonical rigidity of chant, it nevertheless draws on the same principle of parallelism. Ambang and his mother were speaking in pairs.
Recruitment into the dominating communication.
Though I had already enquired once, I again asked what the voices would say to Ambang, by now addressing my question not to him alone but to the mother-son pair. Between them they responded that the voices would say, 'Instant death!' I tried to clarify who it was that would suffer instant death, and as I did so, the mother again turned her attention away, establishing a subordinate communication with Ambang's father, brother and niece (though what they said this time was indistinguishable on the recording). The transcript resumes at the point mother returned to the main conversation (5). The process of recruiting others into this collective interlocution began with Ambang's mother turning away from the dominating conversation to establish a classical byplay involving father, brother and niece. The second step was her reentry into the dominating communication w35x, now carrying the other members of this subordinate communication with her. That is to say, she was followed by the father w39x, who elaborated first on what mother had said w35x, and then on Ambang's statement w37x. Next the brother made a contribution by repeating Ambang's original chilling phrase w41x. Lastly, the niece w51x entered with three common idiomatic variations on mother's comment. Repetition by means of reiteration and minimal elaboration was one strategy by which members of the subordinate communication inserted themselves and were received into the turn-taking of the main communication. This process of 'external appropriation,' whereby a potential participant 'repeats words that were directed to a third party' is a well-recognized, well-studied means of gaining entry to a conversation (Pallotti 2001: 299) . But the point of the present analysis is that it was not just individuals but entire subordinate groups that were imported into the dominating communication by means of external appropriation. Repetition was not the only available way of entering a conversation, as the mother's early intrusions attest w(3): 08, 12, (4): 17x, but it was certainly the common strategy used by members of one conversation to enter another.
I suspect that a key mechanism enabling the merger of two conversations is the transfer of topic from one to another, though the technical problems associated with recording two conversations as they merge means that I do not have sufficient data to support this hypothesis. However, a glimpse of such a topic transfer may be seen in the earlier transcript (3) in which mother's entry w17x into the main conversation was followed by others coming in, echoing her w19x. The topic that she introduced was, in fact, the topic of her subordinate communication with Ambang's father-the voices.
The role of Ambang's mother in conducting this conversational orchestra is not to be underestimated. She was well placed to engage in conversation first with Ambang and me, then with the rest of her family, alternating between the two groups with a turn of her head. She was thus pivotal in recruiting the family into the dominating communication. From the beginning she had held me-this psychiatric stranger-at bay out on the ruai. From there she managed to broaden my gaze from its narrow focus on Ambang the individual, to the appropriate unit of conversation for this space, the bilik family embedded within the longhouse community. In this instance everyone appeared to be doing his or her best to help me. In other interviews, recruiting more and more participants served to prevent me from finding out what I wanted to know. But whether informative or defensive, the dominance of collective interlocution was always firmly established.
Coalescence and fragmentation.
As the interview with Ambang progressed, participatory membership of the dominating communication grew and grew, first with the inclusion of those in the inner circle, and then with a cascade of additional people from the outer circle. Already ratified participants, members of this outer group were transformed from mere auditors to interlocutors. The audio tape recording became difficult to transcribe. The following field note entry summarized my observations: 'At this stage it became louder and louder as more and more people started chipping in. I made out from the melee that Ambang could not sleep, was talking to himself, laughing to himself, and saying that people were trying to kill him. ' The entire gathering had become incorporated into the dominating communication, all participants now focused on Ambang's behaviour. Most, if not all, knew what he had been like when he was ill. This large group communication, however, was predicated on a fragile structure of involvement, and before long it fragmented into small groups, each engaged in separate conversations. The din gradually died down and people in the outer circle began to stand up and wander off in ones and twos, drifting away down the ruai, the more so when I reestablished the interview and moved on to the more tedious structured phase that sought to specify the symptomatic minutiae relevant to the psychiatric diagnosis (how long he had experienced voices, whether or not they talked among themselves or commented on him, etc.).
My interview had been swamped by a randau ruai 'intertwining talk' in its classical form. When I was talking with three or four others, perhaps even five, the communication still resembled an interview. But when the multiple overlaps and the accompanying crescendo led to a full-blown randau ruai, the interview format capsized. There is a limit to the capacity of this prototypically dyadic model of conversational interaction to accommodate additional interlocutors. In a Western setting, family therapy and group therapy sit at the outer edge of these limits. But even in these forms of encounter, the question-answer sequence is predicated on the maintenance of a central topic to which all participants attend, with side sequences tolerated providing they do not break this focus. It was ultimately the fragmentation into multiple conversations that rendered my interaction no longer recognizable as an interview.
The swelling and subsiding of a conversational crowd is a routine feature of life on the ruai and it was rare for my interviews there not to be inundated, at least for a while. In the most dramatic example, I interviewed a woman about her son whose mental illness was accompanied by such dangerous and odd behaviour that he had been semi-banished to a small hut, a short but safe distance away. I was soon overwhelmed by the hubbub as more and more people, the headman included, came to sit down and chip in. Soon they were interjecting over the top of the crowd, like stock-brokers on the floor of the exchange calling bids, as they shouted out examples of his behaviour, each more outrageous, hilarious and shocking than the last. Eventually, I managed to retreat from this raucous and jovial din when the headman, who appreciated what sort of information I sought to obtain, and could see how difficult it would be to do so in this setting, offered his own bilik for a quieter place to talk.
In with the bilik family
Conversational interaction within the bilik was more compatible with interview interaction. I was asked to see Berenai, a twenty-year-old woman who had been troubled for three years by an illness in which she heard spirits talking. Her mother, a calm, resilient woman, had come to fetch me, rowing me across the broad Lupar River and walking me in to the longhouse. She took me straight into the bilik and sat me down opposite her on the mat. Berenai sat near her mother and contributed little throughout the interview (and not at all in the following excerpt); her father sat to one side saying nothing. As we began, Berenai's aunt, her mother's sister, joined this small group. The same turn-taking by repetition is evident here, Berenai's aunt echoing and amplifying her mother w54/55x, who in turn echoed the aunt w55/56x before adding more. While the focus of my interview was the patient, the social unit I was interviewing was the bilik family, represented mainly, though not exclusively, by the dominant figure, Berenai's mother, whose detailed knowledge of the illness was accrued from her having been the principal person to care for Berenai since she first became ill. Though Berenai scarcely contributed during the interview, she later gave me an account of her illness without her family present, the opportunity arising when she accompanied me on foot to the next longhouse to show me the way. I was struck by the degree to which the account provided earlier by her mother and aunt was quite faithful to Berenai's own account. Their intimate familiarity with the details of Berenai's psychotic experiences (what the 'people' said to her, the distance from which she heard them) was remarkable. It stood out in contrast to corresponding data that was gathered in the Australian arm of this study. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss these data in detail, family members in Australia were rarely privy to the experiential aspects of an individual's illness in the way that Iban family members were.
It was not always that Iban parents spoke on behalf of their children. I have published material concerning a mother and her daughter, in which their conflicting views on the daughter's illness were so acrimonious that during the interview, conducted around a dining table in the kitchen, the mother began to kick her daughter surreptitiously under the table (quietly enough that the neighbours would not hear) in an unsuccessful attempt to stop her talking (Barrett 1997) . But whether they were in disagreement or agreement, it was clear that I was interviewing a family unit not an individual. And it was clear that the content and the volume of the conversation were shaped by the semi-private auditory space of the bilik.
Up in the sadau alone
Interviews in the sadau 'loft' most closely resembled interviews with Australian patients. Only two of the fifty cases were interviewed there. One was Gelumbang anak Kedit, a twenty-four-year-old man. Two days earlier Aru and I had met with his father, Kedit, on a reconnaissance visit. Gelumbang was not at home. When Kedit began to tell us about Gelumbang's illness I noted how belittling he was of his son, calling him crazy, good-for-nothing and lazy. We made an appointment to come back and meet Gelumbang. On return, I was not surprised that Gelumbang, a delicate, quietly-spoken lad, declined to be interviewed in front of his disparaging father.
Instead he took me upstairs to his bedroom area in the sadau, with mattress and mosquito net neatly arranged, a small bookcase against the wall. Up here unfolded a troubled story of gradual withdrawal, wanting to be away from his friends, staying up late at night by himself reading books, increasingly unable to sleep, until he started to hear voices coming out of the noises of the jungle cicadas. 'Insects sounded like people talking at me, as if they were scolding me « I became frightened.' The main cause of his illness, he explained, sotto voce, was the nasty quarreling between him and his father that centred on his father divorcing and marrying all the time. His present wife was his fourth. 'I think I became sick from all the fighting with him. ' In this case, the sadau provided a space for a young unmarried man to withdraw from a bilik family embroiled in conflict, and it provided a confidential interview space in which to talk about this with me. The other case was that of Gena, a teenager, also unmarried, who I interviewed with her bilik family in the standard way, but who asked if she could also speak to me privately. Up in the sadau, she confided, under her breath, her nasty dream experiences of having been seduced by a spirit. Given what disgusting, ugly things spirits can be, one can appreciate her sense of repulsion. And one can understand why she whispered this to me alone in the sadau, not only out of her own sense of shame but also in trepidation that the spirit himself might overhear what she was saying and come again to her the next night.
Collective and individual definition of symptoms
Ruai, bilik, sadau: three architecturally circumscribed social spaces of the Iban longhouse, each with its characteristic form of spoken interaction. They represent a progression of increasing confidentiality, privacy and individuality: from public-longhouse, to semi-private-family, to private-individual. The intrusion of a foreign conversational form, the psychiatric interview, throws this gradation into relief. Based on notions of privacy and confidentiality, it is fragile on the ruai, compatible with the bilik, and perfect in the sadau. The three settings sample (though do not exhaust) a range of communicative contexts that influence the way symptoms of 'mad sickness' are expressed. The interviews conducted on the ruai stand in most vivid contrast to the Australian context, where there is a preference among patients and psychiatrists alike for interviews behind closed doors. It would be extremely unlikely for an Australian patient to discuss the details of hallucinated voices before a gathering of relatives; it would be seen as a breach of privacy and a potential source of shame. The contrast with Australian norms highlights the extent to which the psychiatric symptoms among Iban people are routinely expressed through, and modified by, the communicative medium of collective interlocution. The clearest example of such modification was in Ambang's case, where his initial focus on dreaming and fainting was replaced by a family emphasis on the voices he heard.
In the course of conducting this research, I gained the impression that the interactional processes of collective talk not only influenced the way individuals expressed their symptoms, but also the way individuals experienced their 'mad sickness.' To study the evolving interaction between experience of mental illness and talking about it in groups would require more complex, longitudinal case studies. From the material I gathered, I can only offer, by way of evidence, examples of the end result of such a putative process, such as the case of Berenai, where the definition of her experience of mental illness appeared to be almost entirely in the hands of her family.
I have suggested elsewhere (Barrett 2004 ) that the proclivity for Iban to collectively define the experience of mental illness affects the symptom pattern of schizophrenia in that culture. Iban place emphasis on hearing voices but little emphasis on symptoms of interference with thinking that one commonly finds in Australian patients. This is one instance, I argue, of a more pervasive, if tacit, 'theory of mind' that is grounded in verbal communication.
6 For Iban, the very notion of thinking itself is much closer to interlocution than is the case among English speakers. The distinction between thought and speech is not as culturally salient, and if there is an emphasis, it is one that privileges talking over thinking.
There is a risk here of overstatement, for Iban do have a concept of internal, private thought (located in the heart and the head), that is distinct from audible, spoken interaction. Gelumbang and Gena, though unusual in their desire to be interviewed in a confidential setting, were important ethnographic examples of the place of a private, inner, experiential dimension of mental illness that is possible within Iban culture.
To the extent that Iban persons and minds develop and are constituted within a rich conversational environment, then the ruai, with its intertwining longhouse speech forms, and the bilik, with its semiprivate, family-focused talk, are the principal spatial and communicative settings within which this strongly collective sense of identity emerges. And to the extent that Iban personhood also allows for the possibility of privacy and individuality, then the sadau may be seen as its correlate within social space.
Implications
Though specific to a longhouse setting, these observations carry more general implications for the practice of psychiatry. First there are practical implications for the conduct of psychiatric interviews in non-Western settings. It suggests that careful attention to context is required in order to get by (or fathom what is going wrong). Following Cicourel (1992) I have strategically limited the analysis to three interpenetrating contexts. The first is an explicit context: a series of social spaces and their corresponding conversational conventions that actors consciously invoke to manage and understand speech. The second is a context that native speakers are less aware of: the sociolinguistic feature of repetition that forms a tacit resource actors employ to organize and interpret what they are saying. The third context is imported by the researcher (as interviewer and analyst): the psychiatric research interview with its distinctively Western cultural pedigree. It is only by attending to these interlocking contexts and how they shape spoken interaction between an Australian psychiatrist and Iban people suffering from 'mad-sickness,' that we can begin to make sense of such exotic interviews.
More fundamentally, this article argued that context and language give form to the object of inquiry itself, in this instance the troubled mind of the psychiatric patient. In a Western setting, the dyadic psychiatric interview promises access to the deepest, most authentic regions of the mind-private thoughts and experiences disclosed in confidence. In a more collectively oriented culture, the most profound, authentic regions of the mind are more often those thoughts and experiences that are immanent in shared conversation.
Notes
*where the overlapper starts talking. The use of italics signifies a forceful conversational tone. In addition, my notes on the conversational quality (in parentheses) are italicized.
5.
All patients' names, place names, and any other identifying data are altered to preserve anonymity. 6.
I do not wish to suggest that the Iban articulate a theorized concept of mind. However the implicit assumptions of these highly verbal people bear a family resemblance to what clearly is a genetic theory of mind- Vygotsky's (1962: 33-51) well-known work on the relationship (separate but convergent) between higher mental functions and the gradation between social, egocentric and inner forms of speech. Wertsch (1991: 31) locates one source of Vygotsky's ideas in the prolixity of his verbal, Russian Jewish cultural background.
